Why Settle? Leave the guesswork to the other guys.

The ProPass 200 series broadcast-style topdressers provide the ultimate in application versatility and precision. Intuitive color-coded adjustment settings deliver extremely accurate spread patterns from ultra-light dustings to ultra-heavy aeration hole filling applications from the first pass to the last, without the guesswork. The unique four-wheel, walking-beam suspension means a light footprint that is easy on the most sensitive turf.

Select from a range of configurations and controls to match your needs, tow vehicle and budget. If you are looking for one topdresser to do it all - the ProPass 200 is the only one.

**FEATURES**

**Accurate** – Color-coded operating system delivers a perfect spread every time. Repeatable settings for consistent operation and defined edges.

**Wireless Remote Operation** – Available wireless controller allows real-time adjustments. Make quick setting changes and store settings for future use. Base model features a wired controller.

**Spread Consistency:** Ultra-light to ultra-heavy. Evenly apply materials from 9’ (2.74 m) narrow to 30’ (9.1 m) wide with the use of our unique “drop zone” patented sliding adjustment.

**Dependable** – Low maintenance and easy cleaning procedures provide long life and solid performance.

**Versatile** – The twin spinner accessory can be swapped out with a 270 degree swivel cross-conveyor quickly and easily without tools.

**Choice of Configurations** – Available as a hydraulically-powered bed mounted version or a trailer version with either engine or vehicle hydraulic power.
**ProPass™ 200**

The ProPass 200 Series broadcast-style topdressers provide the ultimate in application versatility. Intuitive color-coded adjustment settings deliver extremely accurate spread patterns from ultra-light dustings to ultra-heavy aeration filling applications. The four-wheel, walking-beam suspension means a light footprint that is easy on the most sensitive turf. If you are looking for one topdresser to do it all – the ProPass 200 is the only one. Choice of bed-mounted or trailer configurations and manual or wireless controls.
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**Specifications and design subject to change without notice. Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in design, required attachments and safety features. Consult your local Toro Distributor.**